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Change log for April 2015 

CAMIR Input to Customs and Border Protection 

Renumber pages  

Record Identifier M01 

Page EXP 18 

Change: 

This is a mandatory record used to transmit vessel information and specific manifest data.  Once 

the original manifest (ACR record positions 14-15 code ‘MI’) has been transmitted and accepted, 

the M01 record becomes ‘frozen’.  In any subsequent amendments or actions (ACR  record 

positions 14-15 “UI, “HI, II, TI) the mandatory and required elements in the M01 record in the 

original manifest must be submitted.  

To: 

Once the original manifest (ACR record positions 14-15 code ‘XI’) has been transmitted and 

accepted, the M01 record becomes ‘frozen’.  In any subsequent amendments or actions (ACR 

record positions 14-15 “UI”, “HI) the mandatory and required elements in the M01 record in the 

original manifest must be submitted.  

 

EXP – 2 (there seems to be numerous EXP-2 pages).  Perhaps the Version wound up in 

place of the page number. 

 

OUTPUT RECORD USAGE MAP 

Third paragraph 

Change: 

The following table illustrates how the automated interface expects repeating groups to be 

structured within an original Export Manifest submission response (MR), Standalone House 

BOL submission response (PR) or Export Manifest amendment response (AR).  Additional notes 

are provided for clarification on looping structures.   

 

 



To: 

The following table illustrates how the automated interface expects repeating groups to be 

structured within an original Export Manifest submission response (XR), Standalone House BOL 

submission response (PR) or Export Manifest amendment response (UR).  Additional notes are 

provided for clarification on looping structures.    

3.   EXP-2 

Record Identifier A01 

Change: 

This is a conditional record used to identify the type of Export Manifest amendment being 

transmitted.  This record is required when an ACE participant amends the manifest quantity or 

adds or deletes a bill of lading.  The A01 record is not included for original Export Manifest 

submissions.  When a manifest is arrived the A01 record is required to add a new Bill of Lading 

or amend an existing Bill of Lading.  This record is required with the ACR Application Identifier 

is AI. 

 

To: 

This is a conditional record used to identify the type of Export Manifest amendment being 

transmitted.  This record is required when an ACE participant amends the manifest quantity or 

adds or deletes a bill of lading.  The A01 record is not included for original Export Manifest 

submissions.  When a manifest is arrived the A01 record is required to add a new Bill of Lading 

or amend an existing Bill of Lading.  This record is required with the ACR Application Identifier 

is UI. 

 

ECM – page 14 

 

Valid Message Codes, under Code “8” the Description shows:  

 

8             Departure of vessel for foreign 

 

 



Also, under Note 1 – Continued (ECM-page 15) 

 

Here is what the IG says 

Change: 

 If the message code is 8 (foreign departure), the vessel has departed the last load port for a 

foreign destination. 

 

To; 

 If the message code is 8 (foreign departure), the vessel has departed the U.S. Port of 

Export   This message should be reported for each U.S. Port of Export    

 

 

 

 


